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NFL Draft 2014 Scouting Report: WR Mike Evans, 

Texas A&M 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are less typically physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

I love watching Mike Evans catch the ball...he's a natural. I want to love Evans as a great WR prospect 

for the NFL, but our computer scouting models are saying, "use a little caution." In general, though, we 

are giving a "thumbs up." In the end, it could be two giant thumbs up...with some possibility we all get 

our thumbs broken. 

His size is beautiful: 6'4.6" tall and 231-pounds. He shows a nice speed (4.51 at the NFL Combine)...great 

speed for his size. We see two issues...one is small and fixable (or maybe even over-blown), and the 

other is a minor head-scratcher. 

The first issue is minor, and fixable: Evans posted a meager 12 reps on his bench press at the 2014 NFL 

Combine. That is a slight concern on his ability to fight off big CBs jamming him, and is a concern on his 

preparation in the weight room in general. The reason it is not the biggest of deals is: (1) It is fixable. He 

hits the weight room all off-season, and he will be a monster all around. (2) His arms are so long, 

freakishly long (35"), that the bench press is more complicated for him...so 12 reps are in-line, or slightly 

below average among the 'long armed' WRs in our database. 

The second issue is on performance spikes. Evans has a 2013 performance output that is all over the 

map with incredible highs and curious lows. We'll get into that more in the next section. 

I can tell you what I see on film--a WR that could be elite in the NFL...and I don't throw that kind of 

praise around loosely. Evans is everything people coo over him about. He has terrific hands...just a great 

receiver of the ball; so smooth. He has a great football instincts. Many times, I watch him working with 

Manziel on tape, and I really appreciate the way Evans moves around/breaks off routes when Manziel is 

improvising. Evans also can just "go get it." Much of what Manziel did in tough games is just chuck the 

ball in the vicinity of Evans...and more times than not Evans came down with it. Whether he adjusted 

routes, outleaped a defender, or entered a crowd. Evans just has a sixth sense playing WR...it's beautiful 

to watch. 
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Evans has had no known issues off the field. He is a quieter, soft, but stern spoken player. It's hard to get 

a total read on Evans' character from the outside looking in. I'm not sure if he is super-serious, or just 

perturbed to have to answer media questions when I watch him interact after games, etc.   

  

Mike Evans, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Mike Evans pretty much has whatever you want in a WR. He's huge, athletic, sensational hands. He 

should have dominated college football, especially working with Johnny Manziel (a great college QB). 

However, there was a shocking amount of times where Evans was quiet in games...and taking a back 

seat. He had a couple of games that were out of this world, but even more games that were quiet-to-

mediocre in output--and that's odd given what a physical freak he is. 

It's easy to remember his two monster SEC games in 2013. Against Alabama, 7 catches for 279 yards and 

1 TD. Against Auburn, 11 catches for 287 yards and 4 TDs. Two of the best teams in college football, and 

Evans just totally destroyed them. Averaging 9.0 catches, for 283.0 yards, and 2.5 TDs per game against 

two of the three best teams in college football is pretty remarkable. However, 4.6 receptions, 69.4 

yards, and 0.6 TDs against the rest of the SEC (7 games) in 2013 is a complete head-scratcher. It's not 

bad output, but it is confusing. It makes a tiny bit of doubt creep in on how badly Evans really "wants it" 

versus just going through the motions. When he isn't getting the ball, I detect a little bit of sleep-walking 

around on the field. Again, it's a very tiny red-flag...that is fixable. 

I went back and watched the tape of his Missouri and LSU games again. Those were two of those seven 

SEC games that he had weak output: 4.0 receptions, 29.5 yards, 0.0 TDs per game. I looked for drops or 

something 'bad'. Really, what I saw was Manziel not targeting him combined with teams adding more 

coverage to him. 

Only in the LSU game did I ever see Evans drop an easy catch, and also get pushed around a little by 

opposing DBs. They physically challenged Evans...and he didn't respond wonderfully. He was better than 

the numbers (4 rec. for 51 yards and 0 TDs) in that LSU game as Manziel missed him on a couple of 

throws where he flat-out smoked the CB. I lean a little more toward the lower output games were more 

circumstantial than an "Evans issue," but "motivation" questions could/should be on the table when 

looking back through his numbers. 

Size-wise, Evans is wonderful by the numbers. He has the longest arms in this WR class. He is one of the 

tallest at 6'4.6", and the only 6'4"+ WR who ran a 40-time in the 4.5s. He arguably had the best agility of 

all the 6'4"+ guys. He is not an A+ physically, but he is an "A-". If he adds some more muscle definition, 

then he is a for sure "A". 

  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Mike Evans Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

I think Brandon Marshall is a great comparison for Mike Evans. They are almost the same exact 

height/weight. Neither has a huge hand-size, but both are phenomenal catchers of the ball. They are not 

speed-burners but are above-average fast...and scary fast given their size. Demaryius Thomas is another 

logical comparison--both big WRs with decent speed/agility numbers in general but considering their 

massive sizes...they are very athletic. 

  

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngt

h 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metri

c 

Hands
' 

Metric 

9.09 2014 Evans Michael Texas A&M 6 4.6 231 10.56 4.35 7.53 

9.54 2006 Marshall Brandon C. Florida 6 4.5 229 11.17 5.91 8.48 

9.46 2010 Thomas Demaryius Georgia Tech 6 3.3 224 9.73 2.23 13.06 

9.98 2010 Bryant Dez Oklahoma 6 2.0 225 10.65 4.37 12.10 

7.91 2011 Baldwin Jonathan Pittsburgh 6 4.4 228 11.30 4.90 7.77 

8.09 2006 Colston Marques Hofstra 6 4.6 224 8.69 5.90 7.15 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Big-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Big-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is 

more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Big-WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/to create separation. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

 

 

2014 NFL Draft Outlook: 

You have to take Mike Evans over Sammy Watkins. In fact, you might have to take Mike Evans over any 

WR in this draft. The computer might like Jordan Matthews more, but honestly, it would be hard to turn 

down a massive WR with sensational hands like Evans. They just don't make WRs that size that often. He 

is not a Calvin Johnson or Julio Jones athletic freak, but he is a Demaryius Thomas or Brandon 

Marshall type of commodity. You can find fast, six-foot guys like Watkins all over. Evans is a rarity you 

almost cannot pass up if you have a void at WR...or just want to upgrade your WR situation. 

If I were an NFL GM, I'd love to have Evans. I do pause just a touch on fear that Evans is not a highly 

motivated player, and that he is not super-special...just special. He is more of a #11-20 pick versus a #1-

10, but that may just be splitting hairs. If I had the need in any way at WR, I have to lust after Evans. 

While I have small doubts, I also know that his size-speed-hands package comes around only so often. 

I'm willing to roll big dice here if the need is there for my franchise. 

I could see Evans going as high as #8 to Minnesota...and more likely to #13 with the St. Louis Rams. The 

more past the #10 rank he gets, the more action will be after him. I would not be shocked if he went 

top-5 to a team trading up for WR help. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Evans' NFL outlook probably flows with the Head Coach-QB-organization he gets 'stuck' with. A team 

that pampers him, and/or is a "losing' atmosphere may just have a 'good' WR on their hands with Evans. 

However, a team with a strong coach, and great WR mentors, along with a top QB could propel him to 

great heights like a poor man's Alshon Jeffery in 2013. 

Evans is an almost guaranteed good NFL WR with the potential of being a great/elite WR. I suspect he'll 

be closer to good-great than great-elite, but elite is on the table for discussion...and thus he has to be 

considered one of the best overall prospects in this draft. 
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Copyright Statement 

Copyright at date and time signed below by R.C. Fischer 

 

All rights reserved. All content is for entertainment purposes only and TFA is not responsible or liable for personal adverse 

outcomes nor are any game results or forecasting guaranteed. Past results do not predict future outcomes. We are not held 

liable for any personal loses incurred. We are solely here to produce and provide content for recreational purposes. No part of 

this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, 

recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case 

of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For 

permission requests, email the publisher at rcfischer@fantasyfootballmetrics.com 
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